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In 2011, we spelled out what was about to

That brings us to where do we think the puck

happen in fintech and few believed us. Our

is going. To examine this, let's start with

explanation was a simple one based on

where we have been. See below a chart we

experience, history, and noted economist

designed that depicts the evolution of the

Carlota Perez. Now, close to five years later,

fintech market overlaid with the framework

it is clear that our predictions and hypothe-

presented by Carlota Perez.

ses around fintech were spot on, and the

Evolution of Banking Technology

portfolio we built during that time is excellent
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and very well positioned for strong perfor-
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mance. Our team has scratched our heads
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numerous times wondering why our mesOutsource/
Economy of Scale

sage wasn't received better and more broad-

Branch
Expansion

ly back in 2011. It has occurred to us that we

Time

just failed to deliver our message with the

Big-Bang

Crash

Institutional
Re-composition

Next
Big-Bang

Lost control of product quality
and customer relationships

same flash and volume as other venture
firms. However, just like we were right about

The evolution can be broken down into 4

the last five years in fintech, we believe we

phases. Phases 1 and 2 are behind us. We

are the firm most in tune with where we

are currently in phase 3 and will be moving

currently are in the evolution of the fintech

into phase 4 during the next decade. Below

market and what is going to happen next.

is a breakdown of the general characteristics

This insight comes from the fact that we

of each phase:

have a historical context from successfully
building fintech companies for 16 years as a
firm and even longer as individuals.
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Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Branch Expansion

Outsource/ Economy
of Scale

Disaggregated
Relationship
& New Markets

Re-aggregated Relationships

Build branches to acquire
customers

Buy other banks to get
branches
Create economies of scale
(automation)

Mass market individual
products
Distribution through non-traditional channels

M&A and consolidation of
large groups of customers
Banking products reassembled and redeployed through
new players

Technology

Mainframes, Basic Networks,
Teller Terminals

Advanced Mainframes,
Networks & Terminals, ATMs

Internet, Mobile Data
Analytics, Cloud Computing,
Open Systems

Advanced Computing,
Network Capabilities, Social
Media

Application

Deposits, Lending, Payroll,
Factoring

Outsourced Capabilities
Credit Cards
Mortgage Services
Operations/ Back Office
Outsourcing

3rd Party Products, Integrated
Applications, Omni Channel
Commerce, Mobile Engagement

Reconsolidation, Internet of
Things, Personal Financial
Management (PFM),
Embedded Payments

Regulation

Expansion of Financial
Service Offerings
Restrictions on branches
1980 Depository Institutions
Deregulation & Monetary

Restriction lifted on branches
and correspondent banking
1994 Riege-Neal Interstate
Banking and Branching
Efficiency Aid

Mandates in sense underbanked
1995 CRA regulation update
2009 Card Act
2010 Dodd Frank

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau maturation

Third party

NCR, Burroughs, IBM, Hayes

Docutel/ Diebold Hogan,
PMSC, CPCS, Countrywide,
ADP, Capital One, First Data,
eTrade

Paypal, Green Dot, Amazon,
Bill.com, Cardlytics

Apple, PayWithMyBank,
ShopKeep, Google, Exactuals.

Strategy

Beneficiaries

No industry has embraced or purchased

with less cost. This was a time of pure tech-

more information technology than financial

nology plays whereby financial institutions

services. This has been true right from the

purchased products from companies like

beginning. In phase 1 of the digital age,

IBM, Unisys, and Hayes (no one of which

financial companies began to use new tech-

focused exclusively on the financial indus-

nologies (basic networks and mainframes) to

try). Nothing really changed about the under-

create efficiencies in their operations which

lying financial businesses other than they got

allowed them to do more of the same

a makeover in their operations. We refer to

(branch expansion and customer growth)

this time for the industry as “paving the
crooked road.”
March 2016
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Our partner, Mark Johnson, as a co-founder

So that brings us to phase 3, where we are

of CheckFree, was a major participant in

seeing a complete “re-engineering of the

phase 2. During this time, the industry saw

road” as entrepreneurs use new technolo-

widespread outsourcing, consolidation of

gies to develop modern financial products.

banks, and some pure “new" technology

The fact is the evolution and innovation of

plays (internet-based). In the beginning of

financial services applications are now being

phase 2, the industry gained huge econo-

developed outside the financial sector’s

mies of scale and automation by outsourcing

walls because the industry could not move

entire back-office functions and operations to

fast enough. The traditional relation-

technology companies focused exclusively

ship-based business model employed by

on the financial industry (TSYS, Fiserv, FIS).

financial institutions is being trumped and

This led to massive consolidation as financial

disrupted by product innovation using major

institutions were able to drive more and more

general, cross-industry technological trends

cost out of their businesses by scaling.

like mobile phones, big data, social media,

Towards the end of this phase, we began to

search, etc. Banks are in effect being unbun-

see the emergence of new companies that

dled and attacked from all directions as can

used technologies like the internet to help

be seen in the illustration below that includes

financial institutions create entirely new

11 TTV companies.

offerings (CheckFree – online banking / bill
pay). This was a time of “straightening the
crooked road.”
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New companies will compete with incum-

previously underserved constituencies to

bents one product at a time relying on solu-

receive the functionality of financial services

tion excellence instead of with generic prod-

previously only available to the few. Products

ucts relying on relationships. New applica-

will be re-engineered with cross industry

tions are created imbedding modern technol-

functionality (fintech products merged or

ogy and built with flexibility to incorporate

integrated with non-financial products).

future technology innovations. We will see

Below is an illustration of what that looks like

the mass customization of products and the

and an example from our existing portfolio to

democratization of technology allowing for

illustrate our thinking.
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Cardlytics brought
together the payments
data held by the banks
and made it available to
advertisers to dominate
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Phase 4 is the aftermath of what we call “the

example, the rise of the internet is a para-

product shootout”; a re-aggregation of rela-

dox. On the one hand, internet banking

tionship over multiple great products provid-

offers huge savings for financial institutions:

ed through one relationship, one-stop mar-

an average of $1.20 per transaction when

keting again. This will be accomplished

compared with using a traditional bank

through mergers and rollups whereby con-

branch. On the other hand, there is a distinct

solidators bundle copies of best of breed

lag in developing security. That said, the

products as a single offering, with the

proliferation of mobile devices and the

differentiator being "service levels” among

advancements in the application of alterna-

largely undifferentiated products.

tive data pattern detection provide new
opportunities for companies to develop

We believe with phase 4 more than a

technologies that both reduce fraudulent

decade away, our current thesis is related to

activity but also reduce false positives that

phase 3. Below are a few of the areas we

block otherwise legitimate transactions.

think will represent investment opportunities

Consumer Engagement

with the phase 3 characteristics detailed
above:

Buzz around mobile payments has been

Security

building for nearly a decade. We recognized
that adoption of mobile payments required

The proliferation of e-commerce, online and

concentric circles - merchants willing to

mobile banking is accelerating rapidly. The

accept and consumers willing to pay. All of

value chain that enables payments, whether

the business models we saw relied on trans-

by point-of-sale, card not present, debit,

action fees to generate revenue thus, any

credit and ACH is complicated with multiple,

company with a real chance to be a mobile

disparate entities required to handle sensi-

payments leader needed to NOT rely on

tive data. Security and privacy concerns, and

mobile payments revenue to survive and

the ongoing regulation changes mandated

succeed. Thus, the remaining players in the

for protecting sensitive data are enormous

mobile payments space are the likes of

pressure points and affect millions of con-

Apple, Google, Samsung, PayPal and MCX.

sumers and businesses. For banks, as an

Adoption has still not reached critical mass;
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however, the latency issues associated with

sales, and mobile POS merges significant

EMV transactions as well as the transaction

data sources. These data sources are

security offered by the mobile payment

accessible through technology leading to the

providers will drive continued adoption.

creation of derivative applications designed

Beyond payments at the point of sale, mobile

to optimize the efficacy of a retailer and are

devices are now heavily influential on com-

on the precipice of widespread adoption. The

merce. Merchant apps now allow for order

connectivity between merchants and con-

ahead, coupon and loyalty redemption, and

sumers as noted above allows brick and

in app payments. Further, “showrooming”

mortar retailers and restaurants to deploy

(the practice of consumers going to a retail

marketing and engagement technologies

location, browsing and trying out the prod-

previously reserved for online merchants.

ucts, then buying those products online from
a different retailer) has become both a boom
and a bust for retailers. We believe there are

Expansion of Merchant Acquiring
Relationship

still significant investment opportunities
around mobile connectivity and commerce:

In the payment system an acquiring bank (or
acquirer) is a bank or financial institution that

Further retailer – consumer engagement

processes credit or debit card payments on

on the mobile device, both pre and post

behalf of a merchant. The term “acquirer”

purchase;

indicates that the acquirer accepts or
acquires credit card payments from the

Low cost tender opportunities on alterna-

card-issuing banks within an association.

tive payment networks (ACH);

First Data, Chase Paymentech, Total
System Services, Global Payments and

Customer segmentation based on mobile

Bank of America Merchant Services are the

activity.

largest merchant acquirers with two million
merchant outlets collectively.

Retail - Omni-Channel Commerce

The traditional merchant acquiring business
An omni-channel approach to commerce is

model is primarily a payment processing

critical for the success of the modern retailer.

business. Merchants fund the industry by

The convergence of online sales, offline
January 2016
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paying a discount rate (interchange) of 2-3%
of their sales. The deployment of modern
technologies like mobile, cloud, and data
analytics is expanding the merchant acquiring opportunity beyond just payments and
more broadly into critical retail commerce
activities like back office management (HR,
inventory, accounting), business analytics
(business decisions), marketing (rewards,
advertising, loyalty), and sales (mobile commerce and ecommerce). The ability for
merchant acquirers to expand their solution
set to address these types of commerce
functions for merchants, their customers, is a
gigantic market expander considering merchant’s spend anywhere from 20-40% of
their total SG&A on these activities vs just
2-3% of SG&A on payments. This is part of
the industry revolution that is taking place in
fintech that is allowing traditional lines to be
broken down as cross-industry products and
services evolve with payments becoming an
embedded component of the overall solution
versus being the entire product.
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